INTRODUCTION
Sampling a~d radiometry of Sierra Nevada granitic rocks 1 have disclosed a distribution of U, Th, and K which causes a regional gradient of radioactivity on the western slope of the range, high values in the crestal regions, and moderate values on the east side. Generally. from the western margin eastward to the crest. there is a decrease in age and an increase in acidity and radioactivity. Converting radioactivity to heat production data and combining it with measurements of relatively low heat. flow reported by Arthur Lachenbruch.
2 one can suggest for the western slope a layered model of a vertically fractionated batholith with younger rock of higher radioactivity in the upper parts. Thelow-radioactivity granitic rocks presently exposed on the western margin then would represent older, more deeply eroded material than rocks exposed 2 closer to the crest. Lachenbruch explains that the relatively high radioactivities found in the older plutons east of the present crest may be attributed to les s erosion of these rocks than in the old granitic rocks of the western slope.
However, there is also the possibility that the general west-to-east increase in the granitic rocks' radioactivity reflects a similar regional change in composition in the batholith's parent material. most likely represented by the pregranitic rocks exposed on the flanks of the Sierra Nevada. A more basic consideration is whether there was enough radioactivity in,~he pregranitic rocks to furnish adequate heat (with help of heat from the mantle) to melt and mobilize them for batholithic work. 1n these res pects we have san'lpled and analyzed for U, Th, and K some Precambrian, Paleozoic, and Mesozoic rocks that may considerably lower in radioactivity than adjacent clastics, also are important factors in the combined heat production of these units. Table 1 , are similar to those ratios found 1 in the batholith ' s plutons.
When we consider granitic and pregranitic rocks from the s arne regions, we observe that the combined Th/U ratio the granitics exposed and drill-sampled on the western edge of the range have about the same heat production as the pregranitic rocks in that iirea.
The pronounced regional gradient of heat production in the granitics is matched less sharply by a gradient in the old rocks. Lachenbruch 2 demonstrates that the gradient observed fr~m surface samples in the granitics can be explained by differential erosion. However, if we assume that the pregraniticrocks represent the source material for the granitics and that there was slight lateral mixing as magma was generated, we should expect that at horizons in the batholith parallel to a surface which predated any erosion, an east-west profile of heat production -5- UCRL-18823 comparable to that in the old rocks would be preserved.
CONCLUSION
We have described the heat production of the pregranitic rocks and have shown that there are similarities in radioelement content between them and the granitic rocks, and that there are comparable regional variations in radioactivity. The question remains whether old rocks .. , ,.
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